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Let M be a binary matroid on, a set E. We show that by perfotitig a,sequence of local 
complementations at e, (i = 1, . . . , n) on the ptintipal interkcearent pph af M, for any 
ordering of E = (eI, . . . ) q,), we obtain a i$pa@fi: .grapb whose two. sets of, yetices define a 
partition of‘E-into abase 3 and’ ticob&:, Bi bf &;‘&~i& It$ !k 9~ d& a charact&is&ion 
b.i bipartite chordabie ‘graphs and, as & ~p$i&iic& we:-@&‘a SAC& pitif of P&m! ‘Rosen- 
stie:hl’s characterization ,of plan& graph: i -gr$.% ,~+$@*a trivial %iq,rql& space is pianar if and 
only if its drhcipal interlacement sph‘ is ck$dable. 
Let M be a binary matroid (or combinator&l geometry) on a finite set E. The 
circuits of M are by definitions the non-em@y fniaimat~supports, ith respect to 
inclusion, of a subspace c& of 2:. The ‘vectorial addition, denoted by +, corres- 
ponds with the symmetric’ dif&rence j cif suL$orts ‘&l&h we’ identify *tith the 
vectors. The ‘cocircuits of M are ‘the kn&mpty nrinimal su@ports of the or- 
thogonal S? of V-in Zf where orthog&dity of two vecto@ is defined by tie 
evenness of their intersection. 
In the folluwing, we qhal&ssuq~,~ t&&the &q&z space c& Q SL is.tivial; that is, 
Zf is the,direct sum of% and VA, &nce,‘e& element 8 of ~~,*ad@s a unique 
decomposition, XF f(X)+;ti(m ,@h.ere; i&‘) E 98 a@d .w(&& %k By permissive 
abridgemen:, l!(e) (resp: o(e)) deriotes &e knage 4n %. (resp, W) c$ $he vectgr of 
,- 
the c;anonic ‘be .of Z$ &&iated with sin &emek. e 0% M &&element e of A4 is 
cydic (resp. ~~cyclic) if% *it bek&$‘to *ita prGjection, ,?(a) (resp. e(e)). ‘Tb42se, two 
mutually exclusive evening de&’ &e&o classes P anr;d 0 of the @z.c&z~ 
bipartition of a binary ma&oid With a Str!iv$l bicycle space [3,8,9). For aa:. bicnary 
m;atroic&, P ,md ,Q. are &a, chai@&red, in the following .way: e is cycle (resp. 
calcyclic), that 3s belongs to t,he class P (resp. Q), if and only if the contraction 
(resp. deletion) of e increases the dimension of the bicycle space of M. 
Two distinct elements e and f of Ala are ‘imtirkzced if and only if e belongs to 
r(f). , Th! pph denned by tins, t)inaxy symmetric x+ion is caped the plitrcipcl 
i~,te&,&~& gru&+f’& tind+s, &$&d$y ‘A (@) [?I. Yf ’ M .h& a _ non-trivial 
~i~;y~~~~‘~~~c~~ tag eld ~t~ h~r’~b~l~~~~~~‘~~ ,~~~sf”~,‘bi~c~e ~ ‘r~~~c~~~o~~ble 
and the others admit several decompositions. ‘fierefore it seems that one cannot 
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define canonic4y the principal interlacement graph of such a matroid. Neverthe- 
less, by doubhng in series (or in parallel) all the elements of (any minimal set 
intersectdng every bicycle, the resulting matroids have a trL:ial bicycle space. AS 
the previous transformations do not affect many properties of a matroid, such as 
planarity, the assumption for a matroid to have it trivial bicycle space is not too 
severe a restriction. 
Let E = B U EL be a partition of E into a base B and a c&base B’-. We call the 
frrndamental interlacement graph A,(M) associated with this partition -he bipar- 
tite graph with vertex set E such that e E I3 and f E BL are joined by an edge if 
and only if f belongs to the fundamental cocircuit associated with e (i.e., the 
lkque cocircuit intersecting B in e); an elerne? f of B’ and its neighbours in 
A.*(M) constitute ‘the fundamental circuit associz ted ufith f: A,(M) = A,&). 
Let x0 be a vertex of a simple graph G (i.e. a graph whose cycles are of 
card inality strictly greater than two) and I& (x,) the set of vertices of G (different 
from x,) adjacent to x0. We denote by C;, l.he graph obtained by a local 
complement~ztion at x0. That is, G,, is the graph on the same set of vertices such 
that if x, y are two different vertices of G adjacent to q,, x and ‘y are adj?:cent in 
G,, if and only if II and y are not adjacent in CC the other couples of adjacent 
vertices remain the same. 
We denote by G?, the graph obtained from G,, by doubling x0 that is, by adding 
a vertex x!: with the same neighhours as x0. The set of neighbours I& of a vertex 
z ot G,, can be expressed by the following formulas: 
ZEI-&& r-;io(z)-T,(X,)+rc(Z)+2 +x6, 
26 I&(x,,): &$5) = T,(z) (in particular &@-J = ik(xO). 
Let e be an element of binary matroid M cn a set E. Tht: binary mauoid 
obt;iined by doubling e in purullkl is a matroid on the set E’ =t: 1: + e’. Its circuits 
are the minimal sup-ports of a subspace of Zf’ generated by e -km’ and the circuits 
of M. The doubling in series of an element c! of a binary matroid M consists in 
C-. kling in parallel the element in the dual makroicl M” (i.e. the matroid whose 
circuits are the cocircuits of M). 
bk:muna 1. Let M be a binary ntutroid with a trivial bicycle space. Tite binary 
wutroid A4, obtained by doubling un element c .irr: asvies if e is cocyclic of in paralbl 
if e is cyclic, is a binary matroid with a trhiul hicycle space. Its principal 
iherlucement graph A (M,) is obtained from 111.(M) by GI local complementation at e 
foIIoM!ed 3y t?ie doubling of e: 
NlM,) = NW, 
Prmf. Lemma 1 is an immediate consequence of the definitions. We shall, for 
examlple, consider the particular case where f is interlaced with e, with both 
belonging to the class P. In this case, we have: I&(e) = o(e;, I&(f)= ou”) and 
(/ 
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e E tsc)‘). From the c&k ition of local complement&on, we have: 
The doubling of e in M is in paral?@ since e by hypothesis belongs to P, So the 
circuits of M.= are the circuits e + e’ and the minimal supports of the vector space 
generated by e + e’ and the circuits of 'M; by orthogonality the cocircuits are, on 
the one hand, the cocircuits of M riot containing e, on the other hand, the 
cocircuits of M gassing through e to whi$h are added e’. Therefore, we have: 
o(n+f= r(f) and o(e)+e!=y(e)+e+e’ 
are sums of ciiicuits of Mac ; m(e) and om +e’ are sums of cocircuits of A&. 
Hence I& cf) is a sum of circuits of M_e and I-&(f) + f a sum of cocircuits 
of MS= : f = r0, (f, i- (l&(f) + f) and I?&‘) equals the elements of Ma interlaced 
with f. j 
Pmpmition 2. Let M be u binary matmid on a finite set E = (e,, e2, . . . , e,J with a 
trivial bicycle space and let MB,el be a binary matroid obtained by doubling in series 
the elements of a base B and doubling in parallel the elements of BL = E/B. We 
have with the above notations: 
Pmof. By Lemma 1, we have: 
where each element ei of M is doubled in series respectively in parallel if ei 
belongs to Q rebpectively to P in M_e,.e, .. . . +.,. 
Let B = {q)iGI be the set of elements of M which have been doubled in series. 
Suppose B contains a circuit y. To y corresponds in A4e,,ez... . e, a circuit which is 
also a sum of cocircuits since each element of y has been doubled in series, 
therefore, the image of y would be a bicycle contradicting Lemma I. Shnilarly, 
one shows that BL= E\B contains no cocircuit. Hence B and BL are respectively 
a base and a cobase of M. 
We can now prove Theorem 3 which is a genera!ization to binary matroids of 
results proved by U. Dehn for planar graphs [l, 51. 
Theorem 3. Let M be a binary matroid on a fir& set E = (e,, e2, . . . , en} with a 
trivial bicycle space. Let A(M) be its principal interlacement graph and 
fI (-Micl.~l....,e, be the graph obtuined from A(M) by successive local compkmtnta -
t&s at el, e2, . . . , en. Then, AGWel,, ,... e, is a bipartite graph whose two sets of 
vertl’ces define a partition’ of E into a base B attd a cobase B’ of the mat&d M. 
Furthermore, aK1 element e of B and its adjacent vertices defines the fundamental 
cocircurt -associated with ‘e, that is, A (M),,,,,...G is the fundamental interiacement 
graph A&U) for some base B of M. 
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Proof. Doubling a vertex e, and doing a iocal complemtintation at 
mutative operations. Let r(e) denote the set of neighbours of a 
G = NM),,*,* ,..., e, and f(e) the set of ~meighlo~urs of a vertex 
{e,, 6, e2, el,, . . . , e,,, eg of G? = A(A&,,, ,... %. We hrive: 
I‘(e) = i’(e) nE; f(e) = C {(f-i-f’):, fe T'(e)). 
‘l3e image B of B in MB,B I is a sum of cocircuits and IS al base of MB,*~ and 
conversely the image BI of B-‘- is a sum of cizcuits and is a cobase of Me,p. I? 
and BA are therefore the projections of E LJ E’ on @ and @* and hence are 
re:pectively the class 6 and p of the graph (5 [3,8]. 
From Pkoposition 2, we know that if e is an 4emcnt of 6, f;(e) and f(e) + e are 
the projections of e on g and %‘. 
ej are com- 
vertex e of 
e‘&UE’= , 
‘Theorem 3 states for an element e of B, r(e)+e = B(e) which is equivalent o 
f(,f) + e =: BT) x*here BT) is the image in z? @e fundamental circuit B(e) 
azi?ciateti with E’. SO we have to prove that Bile) +e +e’ belongs to @ and 
B(e)+e’ belongs to @“. 
,G)+e+e’= c W+f’); fE B(e), ff 4. 
As the f considered in the summation belong to B’, the Cf + f) are circuits. This 
pro?E the first assertion. 
B(e)+ e’ be!ongs tc @‘I since BT) i- 3’ is orthogol?a.l to the fundamental circuits 
B -TF,: 
(BT)+e’;,n&(f)=@ if fEB(e) 
or 
(BT)+e’)nBl(f)=e+f if f~.B(e). 
By carrying out local complementations on A(M) in some right order, eke can 
o5:ain the fundamental interlacement graph associated with an arbitrary partition 
of E into a base B and a cobase Bi. ‘The complete proof could be done by 
induction on the number of elements of the matroid, noticing that in a binary 
matroid \nith a trivial bicycle space, the class Q is equal to w(E) E CgL and P to 
ME %, ther e ore f Q n B and Pn B’ cannot be simultaneously empty. If the 
first local complementation is dane at e+ Q 1’1 B (xesp. Pn B’), e, will belong to 
me set of vertices corresponding to B (res,p. I?-‘-) after all cornplementations have 
been carried out. The induction can then proceed as it is ea!*;! to check that if e, 
belongs to Q (resp. P) the rea;t;riction sf A(Mr,, to E-t-e, is the principal 
interlacement graph jof M where e has been contracted (resp. deleted). 
~qmitkm 4. Let B be a b+zse of a binary m&mid A4 with a nrivial bicycle space on 
a jinite set 13 --(e,, e;!, . . . , z,, ). There exists a pemut&on m of the elements of E 
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As an application of Theorem 3, we shall give a new proor’ of the characterkaY 
tion of planz+r graphs given by P. Rosenstiehl. 
Let us recall that a simple graph G in said to be chordab2e (or to be a &rd 
intersection graph) if there exists a bijection ‘of its set of vertices onto a set of 
chords of the unit circle of IF@*, such that two vertices of G are adjacent if a.nd ody 
if the corresponding chords intersect. The theorem of P. Rosenstiehl follows: 
IX-=rn 5 [ti]. A graph with a trivial bicycZe space is #artar if dzn.d only if its 
principal interlacement graph is chordable. 
Let M be a binary matroid ‘with a trivial bicycle space. We shall prove, tnat iti 
has a planar representation, if and :-only if its Principal interlacement graph is 
chordable. AS it is well known that if G is a chordable graph, the graph Gr, 
obtained by a local complementation at x0 is also chordabk 141, then, from 
Theorem 3, we just need to prove that M has a planar representation if and only 
if its fundamental interlacement graphs are chordable, In fact, it is a consequence 
of fioposition 6 which is a new contribution to the characterization of chordable 
graphs. For another contribution, see J.C. Fournier [2]. 
With a simple bipartite graph G we associate the binary matroid W(G) on the 
set of vertices of G. The circuits of W are *by definition the non-empty minimal 
supports of the subspace of Z!f generated by the subsets of the form T(e) + e for 
all e in one class B of the vertices of G. Clearly, G is the fundamental 
interlacement graph .of W(G) associated with the base B. A matroid is said to be 
planar if its circuits are the sets of edges of the elementary circuits of a planar 
graph* 
lk~pualtion 6, A simple bipartite graph G is chordable if and only if W(G) is a 
plarzar matroid. 
Pmmf. We snail not give a formal proof of 
consequence of two well known constructions 
(1) Let PW be a planar representation of 
chordable (see Fig. 1). 
this proposition as it is a direct 
W(G), we shall show that G is 
. 
6 1 A 6 
Fig. 1. Circuits af W(G) ={156,2346,12345}, B ={3456}, B’- ={12}. 
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Fig. 2. 
Let C be an isomorphic inrape of the: unit circle S1 drawn close to the base 8 
such that C is the border of a ubuiar neighbourhood of B (see Fig. 2). 
The chords corresponding to the edges in B’- are obtained by restricting these 
edges to the outside of the disc delimited by C. ., 4 chord corresponding to8n edge 
e in B &ins the two arcs of C drawn parallely along e. 
The chords intersecting e are obviously the ones corresponding to the funda- 
mental cocircuit associated with e. 
(2) Let G be a bipartite chordable graph. The two sets of chords, correspond- 
ing to the bipartition of the set of vertices of G, can be represented by two 
systems of chords inside and outside the unit circle S’ (see Fig. 3). 
The chords drawn inside S” partition the disc delimited by S’ into faces {I$}isr 
in the center of which we place a point Vi. The set {Ui}<,=I is the set of vertices of 
the graphical representation PW of W(G) whose edges are drawn in the following 
Wi3yI 
First join the vertices of PW corresponding to adjacent faces. Let B be the 
resulting set of edges. The set BL of other edges of PW is obtained by extending 
the outside chords to the vertices t+, Uj corresponding to the faces Fi, 4 to which 
they are incident. One can easily check that B is a tree of PW (resp. BA a cotree 
of PW), that is, a base of W(G) (resp. a cobase of W(G)) and that G is the 
fundamenta! interlacement graph associated with the base B of W(G), 
2 
Fig. 3. 
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